Country House Montesoffio

www.montesoffio.com

DIRECTIONS TO COUNTRY HOUSE MONTESOFFIO
Località Montesoffio 5, 61040 BARCHI (PU)
N 43o.40’.56.50” / E 12o.55’.10.20”
N 43,682435o / E 12,919570o

Via Switzerland
In Switzerland you go from Basel via Lucerne and Locarno to Milan. Via the West part of the ring way
around Milan you follow Parma, Modena and Bologna.
Via Innsbruck (Austria) and Verona
From Innsbruck you follow Bolzano and Verona and than to Bologna.
From Bologna (airport):
On the autostrada (E 55) to Rimini, pass Pesaro until you reach Fano. Here you take the exit to the
superstrada (E 78) to Roma. When you are on the superstrada you have two possibilities to drive to
Montesoffio:
1. After 14 kilometres from the autostrada take the exit Calcinelli, at the end go to the left and follow
the road going under the superstrada to Piagge. You pass through the village Villa Nova and after 2,1
km you turn right to Orciano and Barchi (SP 49). Follow this road until the end (8,8 km) and then turn
right*. Take the SP 5 and follow the direction Barchi. Drive through Barchi, pass a parking lot with
containers on your left hand side and follow your way down over the SP 5 (from * it is 3,9 km).
Just after a green house on your right and opposite a white shed on the left hand side of the road,
turn right onto the white gravel road ‘Localita Montesoffio’, where you see a sign ‘Trekking dei
Fuochi’. After 1,5 km you arrive at Country house Montesoffio.
2. 3,8 km after the exit Calcinelli you take the exit Tavernelle. At the end of this exit you go right and
follow the way under the superstrada to Vergineto. Follow your way straight on and pass San Bartolo
until you reach the Sp 71/77. This ends at the SP 5 (8,2 km) and here you turn left. After 0,6 km you go
left again. This is across a white shed on your right hand side and in between a run down house on
your left and a white house on your right. At the beginning of this white gravel road “Localita
Montesoffio” there is a sign ‘Trekking dei Fuochi’. After 1.5 km on the white road you reach Country
house Montesoffio.

From Ancona (airport):
From the airport, first go to the autostrada and once through the toll booths take direction BOLOGNA.
Drive northbound up the E55 until the exit ‘Marotta’, or take the exit ‘Fano’. If you turn off at Marotta,
your road to prosecute is to Pergola and after circa15 kilometres you take either Mondavio or Orciano
and Barchi. Then follow the above directions. If you take the exit at Fano, follow the directions above…

